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Building trust and confidence in the  
quality of e-learning translations for  
healthcare professionals  

The World Obesity Federation is a not-for-profit organisation with a mission to improve global health 
by promoting the understanding of obesity and weight-related diseases. World Obesity’s Professional 
Education team develops a variety of content and information for healthcare professionals and the general 
public. Since we started working with the World Obesity Federation in May 2018, Comtec has translated 
17 e-learning modules into Brazilian Portuguese, Latin American Spanish and French.

Comtec was approached by the World Obesity Federation to improve the quality of translated content 
without adversely impacting budgets. As part of the SCOPE programme, an internationally-recognised 
certification in obesity management, the World Obesity Federation required e-learning modules to be 
translated for healthcare professionals. The Professional Education team were keen to find a reliable 
translation partner who would work hard to reduce costs, and also deliver high quality e-learning 
translations for each market.

By working initially with World Obesity’s market contacts, Comtec has built trust and confidence in the 
quality of the translations, striking a balance between correct terminology and the right style and tone of 
voice. We have also implemented processes to drive project efficiencies and reduce costs where possible.

Here are some of the tailored solutions we provide to meet World Obesity’s needs:

Increased quality and reliability of service
Comtec has established a translation team, including the same voiceover artist for each market, to complete all of the World Obesity Federation’s SCOPE 
e-learning translations. The translation team has medical as well as e-learning translation expertise, and has successfully improved the quality of World 
Obesity’s translations. We have also established online QA checks of the e-learning modules to ensure all of the text is displaying correctly in context.

Built trust and confidence with World Obesity’s local market contacts
Comtec has supported the World Obesity Federation’s Professional Education team by working with their local market contacts to build trust and 
confidence in the quality of the translations. After a few modules were successfully translated, they were delighted with the quality of the translations and 
were happy for Comtec to perform all subsequent reviews in-house.

Reduced translation project costs
Comtec worked with the World Obesity Federation to find ways to manage translation projects more efficiently. This included grouping projects together 
to avoid minimum charges and making full use of translation memory software. Translation memories can reduce the word count of future translation 
projects by using the approved translations of terminology, phrases and commonly repeated sentences. This has a positive impact on translation costs and 
turnaround times.

  

•  E-learning translation and proofreading of   17 modules into Brazilian Portuguese,   Latin American Spanish and French•  Hand-picked translation team with medical   and e-learning expertise
•  Used the same voiceover artist for consistency   and style
•  Worked with World Obesity’s local market    contacts to establish quality standards and   build trust and confidence•  Grouped projects together to reduce costs   and avoid minimum charges•  Reviewed modules previously translated by a    different provider to ensure quality was    consistent with new content•  Established online QA checks to ensure text    displays correctly

Fast Facts

30 years of translation experience
An award-winning translation agency, Comtec 
provides fast, accurate and high-quality 
translations in over 200 languages. We’re the 
trusted language partner for many leading 
companies who call on our expert knowledge 
of international business and languages to help 
them expand into new markets overseas. 

“Comtec has translated  
a number of the World Obesity Federation’s 

e-learning modules for healthcare professionals. 
Their service has been consistently reliable, 

efficient and accurate. The company has a strong 
cultural awareness and localises content for specific 
countries and regions. I would highly recommend 

Comtec for providers of medical content.”
Professional Education and Editorial  

Manager at the World Obesity Federation, 
Alexander French

https://www.worldobesity.org/training-and-events/training/scope

